
 brandS of excellence
PROVIDING MOBILE SOLUTIONS to



WHO WE ARE

IMAGINE
CREATE

ENJOY

Our ultimate goal is to: IMAGINE infinite possibilities
create unique solutionS
enjoy branding partnerships

Our team has decades of experience in the field of Live Entertainment, Brand 
Development, Engineering, Design/build, and Planning, …just to name a few. 

Our passion is to elevate the perception of our client’s brand
in conjunction with solidifying their vision. 



WHAT WE DO

MYBOX’S unique designS create an environment
that produces results.

WE PROVIDe MOBILE event SOLUTIONS that amplify 
brands, maximize space and increase revenue.

showcase your product

engage your customers
 strengthen your brand 



SOLUTIONS
 We are continuously pushing the envelope. Our modular units support:

real experienceS
    real results

limited space?  unlimited possibilities!

- retail
- concessions
- brandABLE experiences
- vip / premium experiences
- artists villages
- Climate controlled

- SUITES
- VIEWING SKYDECKs
- GLAMPING
- PRESS & MEDIA CENTERS
- STAFF OFFICES
- HOSPITALITY



UNIQUE PRODUCTS

We are a full-service design, build and install team. We are dedicated to 

creating Turn-Key solutions focusing on mobility, and modularization.

We offer a wide range of solutions for sale, lease, or rent!

RETAIL CONCESSION

LOUNGE/TAILGATE/BAR CLIMATE CONTROLLED



We creatE unique environmentS
SUN N’ FUN 2019 International fly-in & expo
We created a VIP “Hangar Village” for their premiere clients and 
sponsorships. This was a huge success for SNF enabling them 
to turn an under-utilized area into a new revenue stream. We 
are building new and innovative solutions for 2020.

lakeland tropics soccer
Our  units are being used as “VIP Season Ticket” seating for 
their outdoor teams. The skydeck provides a vantage point to 
experience the game like no other, while the lounge gives 
clients and sponsors a personalized space to truly connect. 

Our units provides a solution for the lack of outdoor space.

CENTRAL FLORIDA BEER FESTIVALS
Using tents are no longer an option for our clients and their 
customers who recognize the benefits of standing out. Creat-
ing VIP lounges and Bars/Concessions has become a huge  
success for MYBOX. Not only are we providing an “experiential” 
solution, we’re also adding to their ROI.

With options like the skydeck, modular bar, 4 tap kegerator, 
lounges combined with digital displays, we’re truly adding 
value to their “VIP” experiences. 

Our offerings are becoming a trend at these festivals.



brandS are so much more than a logo

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES!

TAILGATING - Tampa Bay buccaneers
Our units for tailgating are a premiere opportunity for sponsor-

ships and pre-game hosted events to bring the excitement of 

the game/event to the parking lot.

Festivals of Speed - St. petes
We teamed up with Triumph Motorcycle to create a showroom 

for their vintage and new bikes. The MYBOX unit  was a stand 

out amongst the various tents.

We were able to amplify the Triumph brand with this custom 

built unit.

JETS Pizza
Our units are modular and in this usage it worked as a kitchen 

for JETS Pizza. Not only was it a branded unit, it also provided 

JETS Pizza with an excellent way to distribute their food offer-

ings. The Skydeck provided seating with a view.

MYBOX Music Series
Our Music Series has become a success utilizing multiple units 

for an intimate music concert. We used units as lounge seating, 

bars and concessions. The entire event was contained in a 

private and exclusive setting.

This configuration is the perfect VIP/PRESS areas.



LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Creating your space is just the beginning. Our team is constantly

conceptualizing new and creative ways to better serve our clients.

CLIMATE
CONTROLLED SUITES

PRIVATIZED ACCESS

VIEW YOUR EVENT
FROM A VANTAGE POINT



create a meaningful partnership enjoy the experience.
IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES

We build, support and
grow rewarding partnerships!



DEV RAMDEHAL
DR@RENTMYBOX.COM

718.877.1785

GARRETT WILLIAMSON
GW@RENTMYBOX.COM

863.327.6458

MYBOX
3021 Waterfield Lane
Lakeland, FL  33803
863.937.7595
info@rentmybox.com

CONTACT US

www.rentmybox.com


